I N V E ST M E N T S T H AT M AT T E R

The world's first
biodiversity token
for the voluntary
ecological market.
We have identified the right mix of
science-based biodiversity metrics,
technology and data systems to create
proof of existence to ensure fully trustable,
traceable and transparent biodiversity
tokens on distributed ledger technology.

1 Token =
1 Hectare of Biodiversity Protected for
10 Years
This enables a reliable revenue
stream to be created for the
landscape that can be invested into
local infrastructure &
green jobs, ultimately securing and
increasing biodiversity gains
regionally

Our view of Carbon is often from
above & all we can see are the
trees…

Conserving and protecting forests and wilderness region’s represents at least 30 % of the
action needed to keep global average temperature rise at or below 20 Celsius. However, the
perverse incentives of additionality considerations and the lack of global support for
standing stocks of semi-protected forests and conservation landscapes, means that often
communities and governments are not rewarded for their continued efforts to protect
biodiversity.

…under the canopy
the story is
very different.

Unfortunately, many people miss the fact that the carbon stocks in forests and wilderness regions
are represented and maintained by Biodiversity. Plants above and below ground biomass is the
carbon we are trying to secure, while healthy wildlife and insect communities maintain diversity
and promote plant and soil carbon sequestration and storage. We need this more holistic
Biodiversity lens to meet the G7 and UN endorsed target to protect 30% of the planet by 2030.

A good example to illustrate
these perverse incentives is
Tanzania – it has one of
Africa’s fastest population
growth rates – adding an
extra 17 million people by
2030.

However, nearly 40% of its total area is dedicated to conservation - a great achievement for a developing country. This
has historically generated revenue through photographic tourism or trophy hunting. The impacts of Covid on
international travel and the banning of trophy imports into many western nations means there is a desperate need for
alternative revenue streams for these areas to remain protected as their population expands into these regions.
Currently for the Tanzanian government to best optimize returns from the Carbon Industry they would best declare these
reserves for logging or charcoal production – following which they could calculate massive additionalities from carbon
revenues.

…while on the ground we are seeing land-use shifts away from conservation, with local
custodians not seeing material benefits - with erosion and biodiversity & tree loss being the
outcomes. We have to turn the incentives for these areas around and value the standing stocks of
biodiversity along with its represented carbon.
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Serviceable Addressable
Market

•

Voluntary Carbon market is >$1 B

•

15x growth by 2030

•
•

6-fold price increase estimated
¼ of all Verra's Carbon Credits had a Climate Community Biodiversity cobenefit, attracting a large increase in the
price of a credit. Highlighting the need for alternative ecological credits
to more accurately meet these demands.

Source: Task Force for Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets, 2021
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Serviceable Obtainable
Market
•

•
•

•

Within 5 years ValueNature would be able to access
over 4 million hectares of conservation lands with just
one land management partner – Conserve Global.
This landscape alone would include over ~8 million
tonnes of Carbon stocks.
As a non-profit organization, Conserve would drive
Biodiversity credit revenue directly back into the
landscapes they are protecting in the form of jobs and
development in the local green economies.
We can scale rapidly as Biodiversity Custodians like
Conserve are able to deploy field sensors themselves
following our protocol and training.
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ValueNature Score (VNS)
VNS is a composite biodiversity score made up
of equal parts Flora (FLS) and Fauna (FAS)*

VNS = (FLS + FAS) / 2
Flora Score (FLS)

Carbon Metric Tonne
(CMT) per Hectare

Flora Species Status
(FLSS)

The Flora Score (FLS) is determined from a matrix
scorecard with a Carbon weighting on the Y axis and
the Flora Species Status on the X axis.

Fauna Score (FAS)

STAR ST
(SST)

Fauna Species
Status (FASS)

The Fauna Score (FAS) is determined from a matrix
scorecard with IUCN STAR metric as a weighting on
the Y axis and Fauna Species Status on the X axis.

As a project site recovers and moves towards a
pristine state so their status of Fauna and Flora
increases - this will ultimately increase the Value
Nature Score of the site each year – raising the
market value of the credits they create, thereby
incentivizing Land Custodians to invest revenue to
recover and protect their systems

The science shows us that the use of satellite
technology is more accurate at calculating aboveground plant biomass than the field methods
currently used by all carbon standards. We will use
this to determine the tonnage of Carbon per
hectare as a weighting factor for the Flora Score.

We will use a distributed ledger
process of creating proofs and
validations for each piece of data
created across each category.

These data streams will be hashed on a distributed ledger technology to issue tokens, as this will mitigate the double
accounting problem while also providing transparency and traceability. We have settled on Hedera Hashgraph for now
due to the implementation of their new Guardian Network which is working with Interwork Alliances’ effort to
standardize the tokenization of ecological credits.
Token holders will be able to use our marketplace for trading of tokens, until a holder decides to retire them, a process
done via our trading platform.

80% of revenue from the
sale of tokens
will go directly to
Biodiversity custodians

Credit Revenue
Allocations

Biodiversity Revenue - Year 1 to 4

Year &
Hectares assessed

$ 25 mill

3 101 034

$ 20 mill

4

$ 15 mill

2 101 034

3

$ 10 mill
$ 5 mill
$0

1 101 034

Income

Expenses

Biodiversity Custodians

Income

Expenses

361 034

2

1

ValueNature

We estimate with a growth rate of just 1 mill hectares of additional assessments added annually from year 2,
and a token price of $10 - in other words $10 per hectare per year, that we can create a minimum income of over
$13 mill for biodiversity custodians and a profit margin of $1.5 mill dollars for ValueNature by year 4.

Winners of the ‘BEYOND TOURISM IN AFRICA’
INNOVATION CHALLENGE
Diversifying community livelihoods from wildlife
The Luc Hoffmann Institute, the African Leadership University’s School of Wildlife
Conservation and the WWF Regional Office for Africa launched a global innovation
challenge, seeking entrepreneurs to discover and incubate new revenue models that
go "Beyond Tourism" and reimagine protected area finance. The solutions needed to
enable local communities within African countries to obtain their livelihoods from
wildlife, manage their natural resources sustainably, and improve their collective
wellbeing.
500+ innovators from across the globe responded to that challenge
15 teams were selected to go through the incubator programme
12 made it to the first round of pitches
4 teams pitched to investors in front of a crowd of hundreds
1 team took the top prize - ValueNature

Investment Ready for Year 1
• Scientifically robust biodiversity metric &
measurement standards developed
• Identified best practice, technologically
driven, cost effective survey methodologies
• Able to verify our data on a distributed
ledger technology
• Partnered with a credible local wilderness
custodian
• Identified the first project site in Zambia of
350,000 hectares
• Outstanding – USD 1,500,000 investment

I N V E S T M E N T S T H AT M AT T E R
Achieving nature-based outcomes through
trust, transparency & traceability
simon@valuenature.earth

